Q 1. What is the distinction between a workgroup and a domain?
Ans. A workgroup and an area differentiate on a couple of fronts,

with the most splendid ones being:
An area involves at least one PC that can act as an employee to
collaborate with the company. When it comes to a workgroup, each
and every PC works like a peer besides possessing any manage
over every other.
An area does now not require customers to document a login on to
a particular gadget if the report is already accessible in the space.
However, a workgroup requires consumers to have a file for all the
PCs.
When it comes to a domain/area, each and every PC can be
current in more than one organization. However, a workgroup
requires the PCs to continue to be intact inside a comparable shut
company.
Q2. What ought a machine administrator’s movements be?
Ans. To reply to such System Administrator interview questions,

begin with the aid of showcasing your post’s information and
responsibilities.
A System Administrator should function hobbies software program
updates and installations. Creating new money owed and imparting
a complete device get right of entry to manipulate are additionally
hobbies jobs for a Sys Admin. Additional obligations involve:
1. Allocating aid storage
2. System monitoring and optimization
3. Backup creation.
4. Placing statistics recuperation measures.
Q3. Why have System Administrators used RAID?
Ans. RAID is an esteemed digitization facts storage tech that

merges bodily disk drives’ functionality into one/multiple logical
units. Say can use RAID to decorate performance, facilitate
malfunction resistance, and expand storage.
Q4. Explain a Sys Admin’s persona characteristics and attributes?
Ans. A System Administrator has to be adept at dealing with each

software program and hardware. Quick responses and problemsolving competencies are a have to for the role. Moreover, a
SysAdmin needs to be successful in working on my own whilst
additionally possessing wonderful verbal exchange skills.
Deciding whether or not a difficulty is well worth reporting, studying
about the domain, and instructing personnel about technical
malfunctions need to be each System Administrator’s sturdy suit.
Q 5. What is DHCP, and why is it important?
Ans. DHCP, additionally acknowledged as, Dynamic Host

Configuration Protocol, automates the IP tackle assigning the
technique to computer systems and extra gadgets over a network. It
lets in gadgets to get a new IP on every occasion it connects to a
network.
It reduces a System Administrator’s workload by means of lowering
guide configuration. Moreover, DHCP optimizes the manner
through stacking unused IP addresses for new devices.
Q 6. What’s an SYSVOL folder?
Ans. An SYSVOL folder is used to lift a reproduction server of a

domain’s public docs/files. Such archives are shared for relocation
and frequently get the right of entry throughout the domain.
Every Active Directory database is saved inside an SYSVOL folder,
and it can solely be created in the NTFS partition. Therefore,
customers can locate the databases in the folder – %SYSTEM
ROOT%NDTS
Q 7. What Is Active Directory?
Ans. Active Directory presents centralized management for

community administration and security. Server computer systems
configured with Active Directory are regarded as area controllers.
Active Directory shops all data and settings for deployment in a
central database, and permits directors to assign insurance policies
and set up and replace the software.
Q8. What Is a Domain?

Ans. An area is described as a logical crew of community objects

(computers, users, devices) that share the identical Active Directory
database. A tree can have more than one domain.
Q9. What Is Domain Controller?

An area controller (DC) or community area controller is a Windowsbased laptop machine that is used for storing consumer account
information in a central database. It is the centerpiece of the
Windows Active Directory provider that authenticates users, shops
person account facts, and enforces safety coverage for a Windows
domain.
An area controller approves device directors to furnish or deny
customers get entry to devise resources, such as printers,
documents, folders, community locations, etc., with the aid of a
single username and password.
Q10. Four What Is Group Policy?
Ans. Group Policy permits you to put into effect unique

configurations for customers and computers. Group Policy settings
are contained in Group Policy objects (GPOs), which are linked to
the following Active Directory carrier containers: sites, domains, or
organizational gadgets (OUs).
Q11. What Are GPO (Group Policy Objects)?
Ans. A Group Policy Object (GPO) is a series of settings that

manage the working surroundings of consumer debts and pc
accounts. GPOs outline registry-based policies, protection options,
software program set up and protection options, script options, and
folder redirection options.
There are two sorts of Group Policy objects:
Local Group Policy objects are saved on personal computers.
Nonlocal Group Policy objects, which are saved on an area

controller, are accessible solely in an Active Directory environment.
Q 11. What Is LDAP?
Ans. An LDAP (Light-Weight Directory Access Protocol) determines

how an object in an Active Directory has to be named. LDAP is the
enterprise well-known listing get admission to protocol, making
Active Directory broadly handy to administration and question
applications. Active Directory helps LDAPv2 and LDAPv3.
Q12. Where Is the Ad Database Stored?
Ans. The AD database is saved in C: WindowsNTDSNTDS.DIT.

Q 13. What Is Garbage Collection?
Ans. Garbage series is the online defragmentation of the Active

Directory which takes place each and every 12 hours.
Q 14. When Do We Use WDS?
Ans. Windows Deployment Services is a server function used to set

up Windows working structures remotely. WDS is the main used for
network-based OS installations to set up new computers.
Q15. What are the Email Servers and How many of Their Ports?
Ans. Email servers can be of two types:
Incoming Mail Server (POP3, IMAP, HTTP): The incoming mail

server is the server related to an electronic mail tackle account.
There can’t be extra than one incoming mail server for an email
account. In order to download your emails, you should have the
right settings configured in your electronic mail purchaser program.
Outgoing Mail Server (SMTP): Most outgoing mail servers use SMTP
(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) for sending emails. The outgoing
mail server can belong to your ISP or to the server the place you’re
set up your e-mail account.
The predominant e-mail ports are:
POP3 – port 110

IMAP – port 143
SMTP – port 25
HTTP – port 80
Secure SMTP (SSMTP) – port 465
Secure IMAP (IMAP4-SSL) – port 585
IMAP4 over SSL (IMAPS) – port 993
Secure POP3 (SSL-POP) – port 995
Q16. What Do Forests, Trees, And Domains Mean?
Ans. Forests, trees, and domains are the logical divisions in an

Active Directory network.
A tree is a series of one or extra domains and area timber in a
contiguous namespace linked in a transitive have faith hierarchy.

At the pinnacle of the shape is the forest. A wooded area is a series
of bushes that share a frequent world catalogs, listing schema,
logical structure, and listing configuration.
Q 17. Why Do We Use DHCP?
Ans. Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol assigns dynamic IP

addresses to network units permitting them to have an exclusive IP
tackle every time they are linked to the network.
Q18. What Are Lingering Objects?
Ans. A lingering object is a deleted AD object that nonetheless stays

on the restored area controller in its neighborhood replica of Active
Directory. They can appear when modifications are made to
directories after gadget backups are created.
When restoring a backup file, Active Directory commonly requires
that the backup file be no extra than one hundred eighty days old.
This can manifest if, after the backup was once made, the object
used to be deleted on any other DC extra than one hundred eighty
days ago.
Q19. How Can We Remove Lingering Objects?
Ans. Windows Server 2003 and 2008 have the capacity to manually

put off lingering objects the usage of the console utility command
REPADMIN.EXE.
Q20. Why Should You Not Restore a Dc That Was Backed Up 6 Months
Ago?
Ans. When restoring a backup file, Active Directory commonly

requires that the backup file be no extra than one hundred eighty
days old. If you try to repair a backup that is expired, you might also
face issues due to lingering objects.
Q21. How Do You Backup Ad?
Ans. Backing up Active Directory is imperative to preserve the

perfect fitness of the AD database. Windows Server 2003: You can
back up Active Directory by way of the use of the NTBACKUP
device that comes built-in with Windows Server 2003 or use any
3rd-party device that helps this feature.
Windows Server 2008: In Server 2008, there isn’t an alternative to
back up the System State statistics thru the everyday backup utility.
We want to use the command line to backup Active Directory.

1. Open up your command instant by means of clicking Start, typing
“cmd” and then hitting Enter.
2. In your command prompt, kind “wbadmin begin system state backup -backuptarget:e:” and
press Enter.

3. Input “y” and press Enter to begin the backup process.
Q22. Differentiate Between NTFS & FAT 32?
Ans. NTFS is the contemporary file gadget used by means of

Windows. It affords aspects like protection permissions (to restrict
different users’ get right of entry to (folders), quotas (so one
consumer cannot fill up the disk), shadowing (backing up), and
many different facets that assist Windows.
FAT32 is the older Microsoft file system, especially used by means
of the Windows 9X line, and Window may want to be mounted on a
FAT32 partition up to XP. In comparison, FAT32 presents none of
what used to be cited above and additionally has the most FILE (not
folder) measurement of 4GB, which is a variety of small these days,
particularly in regards to HD video.
Q23. What Is VOIP?
Ans. VOIP: Short for Voice Over Internet Protocol, a class of

hardware and software that permits humans to use the Internet as
the transmission medium for cell phone calls via sending voice facts
in packets the usage of IP instead than with the aid of typical circuit
transmissions.
Q24. What Is LoopBack?

Loopback tackle is 127.0.0.1, An tackle that sends outgoing alerts
again to the equal pc for testing.
Q 25. What Is Proxy Server?
Ans. A proxy server is a pc that acts as a gateway between a

neighborhood community (e.g., all the computer systems at one
corporation or in one building) and a larger-scale community such
as the Internet. Proxy servers furnish accelerated overall
performance and security. In some cases, they display employees’
use of backyard resources.
Q26. Differentiate Between Firewall/antivirus?
Ans. Antivirus: The top job of antivirus is to shield your device from

laptop viruses. Your pc may additionally be standalone or section of
community or related to the Internet you want an antivirus program.

It actively videoes display units when you are the usage of your
device for any virus danger from distinctive sources. if it is located
one it tries to easily or quarantine the virus sooner or later
preserving your gadget and records safe.
Firewall: Firewall is on a different hand an application that protects

your machine from outsider/intruder/hacker attacks. These assaults
may also now not be virus type. In some instances, hackers can
take manage of your gadget remotely and steal your facts or vital
statistics from the system.
If your machine is immediately related to the web or a giant
community then you can set up a software program firewall in your
PC to guard yourself against unauthorized access.
A firewall is handy both in a software program or in hardware form.
For a single PC, you might also want a software program firewall
whilst a massive company implements a hardware firewall to
defend all of its structures from such attacks.
Q27. What is APIPA?
Ans. Stands for Automatic Private IP Addressing
APIPA is a DHCP fail-over mechanism for neighborhood networks.

With APIPA, DHCP customers can gain IP addresses when DHCP
servers are non-functional.
APIPA exists in all current variations of Windows without Windows
NT. When a DHCP server fails, APIPA allocates IP addresses in the
non-public vary 169.254.0.1 to 169.254.255.254.
Q28. What Is Wins Server?
Ans. Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) servers dynamically

map IP addresses to pc names (NetBIOS names). This permits
customers to get entry to assets through pc title as an alternative by
way of IP address.
If you choose this pc to hold music of the names and IP addresses
of different computer systems in your network, configure this pc as
a WINS server.
If you do no longer use WINS in such a network, you can’t join a
far-off community useful resource with the aid of the use of its
NetBIOS name.

